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Editors’ Introduction


W

to the Spring 2011 issue of the Internetworking
Indonesia Journal. This regular issue of the journal
brings four (4) papers from a diverse background, covering a
range from biomedical signals recognition to CDMA
networks.
To our delight one of the papers is written in Bahasa
Indonesia, something that is in-line with our aims of
promoting the culture of writing good scientific papers in
Indonesia. We feel that developing one’s ability to express
ideas, concepts and research methods/results in Bahasa
Indonesia is an important step towards developing the habit of
good research reporting – a skill that is transferable later when
writing papers in English. As such, we see the IIJ also as
“bridging” journal that fills a gap. Many Indonesian
researchers are already able to produce good scientific papers
in English, and thus are able to submit their papers to
international conferences (e.g. IEEE sponsored conferences)
and have access to these international conferences and
journals. However, there remains the need for a national-level
journal in Indonesia, one to which researchers who are
comfortable writing papers in Bahasa Indonesia are able to
submit their papers.
Another aim of the journal is to provide a publishing venue
for graduate students who are completing their Masters (S2) or
Doctoral (S3) studies. To that end we are delighted that one of
the papers in the current issue of the journal was written by a
Master’s degree student. We feel it is important for the coming
generation of students to begin writing papers early in their
careers and to obtain experience in submitting papers to
journals.
The first paper in the current issue of the IIJ focuses on
biomedical signals recognition research. The paper describes
the identification of electrooculography (EOG) signals related
to eye movements, and proposes the use of wavelet transforms
instead of the usual Fourier transforms. The paper describes
the data acquisition environment used to conducts the research
work, and suggests that researchers in this field look into the
details of the energy and frequency bands distribution (from
the eye movement signals) in order to obtain better
interpretation of the EOG signals.
ELCOME

The second paper addresses a relevant issue in the area of
software engineering. It focuses on the topic of test case
generation, in which an automated approach to generating testcases for a system is performed. The paper proposes the use of
a three tier architecture containing several components,
including a source code analyzer, an XML parser, a constraint
analyzer and a test data generator. The approach employs the
branch coverage criteria using the Generalized Optimization
Meta heuristic (GOM) algorithm and code constraint graph
(CCG) to efficiently maximize the coverage of all the
branches in the test case. The work finds that test case
generation is faster than with the simple genetic algorithm.
This is due to the fact that the number of iterations for
reaching the optimal solution is quick.
Traffic jam reduction and avoidance is the focus of the third
paper, in which a literature survey is conducted on
technologies that address the problem of traffic jams in highly
populated areas. It surveys technical solutions that have
proposed and adopted in some countries, including China and
in Europe. The overall conclusion of the paper is that a
combination of technical systems and regulatory approaches
are needed in order to address the needs that are specific to the
city or location in question.
Finally, the fourth paper – written in Bahasa Indonesia –
looks into techniques to improve channel management in
CDMA networks in order to provide a better success rate for
SMS message transmissions and therefore better utilization of
a given CDMA network. SMS transmissions experience high
failures rates in the presence of a high volume of voice traffic.
The paper, which is written by engineers and researchers at the
TELKOM Research and Development Center (in Bandung,
Indonesia), provides some research data that points to the need
for CDMA operators to address channel management in
anticipation of times of high voice traffic that may impact
SMS message transmissions. Seeing that SMS messaging is
today an important part of personal communications many
developing nations, this topic is very relevant for the
telecommunications industry in Indonesia.

The editors can be reached individually at the following email addresses.
Thomas Hardjono is at hardjono@mit.edu, Budi Rahardjo is at
rahard@paume.itb.ac.id,
while
Kuncoro
Wastuwibowo
is
at
kwast@telkom.co.id.
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W
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to
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W M. Bukharii W. Daud andd R. Sudirmaan
Faculty
F
of Eleectrical Engin
neering, Univversiti Teknoloogi Malaysia
81310 Skud
dai, Johore, M
Malaysia

Abbstract— Biom
medical signals recognition activity has beeen
stu
udied by many
y researchers. In
I this study, we describe th
he
ideentification of Electro-oculog
graphy (EOG)) signals of ey
ye
moovement potenttials by using wavelet
w
transforrm which givess a
lot of informatiion than FFT
T. The capabiility of wavellet
traansform is to distribute the signal energy wiith the change of
tim
me in differen
nt frequency bands. This will show th
he
chaaracteristic of the signals since
s
energy is
i an importa
ant
phyysical variablee in signal an
nalysis. The EOG
E
signals are
a
cap
ptured using electrodes placeed on the foreh
head around th
he
eyees to record thee eye movementts. The wavelet features are useed
to d
determine the characteristic
c
of eye movement waveform. Th
his
tecchnique is adop
pted because it is
i non-invasive,, inexpensive an
nd
acccurate. New technology enhancement has allowed
a
the EO
OG
siggnals to be ca
aptured using the Neurofax EEG-9200. Th
he
reccorded data is composed of an
a eye movemeent towards fou
ur
dirrections, i.e. upw
ward, downwarrd, left and righ
ht. The proposeed
anaalysis for each
h eyes signal is analyzed by
y using Wavellet
Transform (WT) by comparing the
t energy distribution with th
he
gnal. A wavellet
chaange of time and frequenccy of each sig
scaalogram is plo
otted to display
y the differentt percentages of
eneergy for each wavelet
w
coefficieent towards diffferent movemen
nt.
Froom the result, it is shown that the differeent EOG signa
als
exh
hibit differencees in signals en
nergy with theiir correspondin
ng
scaale such as leftt with scale 6 (8-16Hz),
(
right with scale 8 (2(
4H
Hz), downward with scale 9 (1-2Hz) and upw
ward with scalee 7
(4--8Hz).

globe positive and the back w
with globe neggative. This
phenom
menon was firsst observed byy Emil du Bois--Reymond in
1848 aand has been thhe foundation oof electrooculoography [1].
EO
OG are taken uusing bipolar eelectrodes on thhe outside of
the eyee. Exact electrrode placemennts vary, but thhe electrodes
are gennerally placedd on the templees or on the ddistal ends of
the forrehead. Whenn the eyes movve, a differenttial potential
result will occur. Thhe magnitudess of the right and left eye
movem
ment can bee seen betw
ween -75µV to 150µV
respecttively. The polarity of movement ppotentials is
dependdent on the eleectrode setup ssince the signaal is positive
when tthe eyes are m
moving towardd positive electtrode [1]. At
presennt, EOG is ussed for the eevaluation of occulomotor
abnorm
malities suchh as nystaggmus, strabiismus, and
suprannuclear occulom
motor dysfuncttion is briefly eexplained by
[2].
EO
OG is a techniqque for measurring the restingg potential of
the reetina. The reesulting signaal is called the electrooculoggram. The maain applications are in ophthhalmological
diagnoosis and in recoording eye movvements [3]. T
The EOG is a
potentiial produced bby movement of the eye or eye lid. The
generaation of the EOG signal can be undderstood by
envisaaging dipoles loocated in the eyyes with the coornea having
relativ ely positive pootential with reespect to the rettina [4].

IIndex Terms—
—- Electro-oculogram, Eye Movement,
M
Sign
nal
Pottentials, Scalogram, Wavelet Traansform.

T

I. INTRODUCTION

The human eye is a spherrical structure with
w a radius of
12mm. Thee signals thatt can be sen
nsed from th
he
movement of the human eyes
e
can be kn
nown as Electrroocuulography (EO
OG). The EOG
G is derived from
f
the Corneea
Reetinal Potentiall (CRP) that iss generated wiithin the eyebaall
by the metabo
olically activ
ve retinal ep
pithelium. Th
he
prooduction of CRP comes fro
om the hyper-p
polarization an
nd
de--polarizations of the nervous cells in the reetina. EOG is th
he
eleectrical recordiing correspond
ding to the eye movement. Th
he
eyee has a resting electrical po
otential, with the front of th
he

Fig. 1. Position off electrodes

EOG signal is picked up by a bi-chaannel signal
This E
acquis ition system consisting off the Horizonntal (H) and
ment of the ellectrodes are
Verticaal (V) channeels. The placem
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shoown in Figure 1. The EOG signals
s
are obtaained by placin
ng
two electrodes to
o the right and
d left of the outer
o
canthi (H
H1,
H2) to detect ho
orizontal moveement and ano
other pair abov
ve
andd below the ey
ye (V1, V2) to
o detect verticaal movement. A
refference electrod
de is placed on
n the forehead (G). The overaall
connnection is illu
ustrated in Figu
ure 2.

Fig. 2. (1) Data Acquisition
n system. (2) Electrode
E
connecto
or.
(3) Disposablee Ag/AgCl bioelecttrode

N
Numerous oth
her techniques from the theorry of biomediccal
siggnal processing
g have been used
u
to obtain
n representation
ns
andd extract the feeatures of interrest for classifiication purposees.
Dinnesh [5] used the
t EOG signaals for determin
ning the angle of
eyee gaze for con
ntrolling a com
mputer while Ay
ysegul and Kaara
[6]] used the EOG
G signals for th
he classification with Artificiial
Neeural Network
k (ANN), and Sudirman [7
7] used the ey
ye
moovement for the
t classificatiion by using time frequenccy
anaalysis. Study done
d
by the Bhander
B
[8] used the wavellet
scaalogram decom
mposition to determine
d
the most energy in
speecific frequenccy bands of vertical
v
eye movement.
m
Theey
fouund that 90% of
o the signal en
nergy (90%) iss concentrated in
thee lower or high
her scales and signal
s
denoisin
ng.

II.

for thhe researcherss in signal processing. It has been
successsfully implem
mented in variious applicatioons such as
transieent signal anallysis, communnication signalls and other
signal processing appplications. Innstead of Fourrier analysis,
waveleet analysis is sset up within tthe expansion of functions
in term
ms of a set of bbasic functionss. Different from Fourier, it
expandds the functioon in terms off wavelets rathher than the
trigonoometric polynoomials in Fouurier. It generaates wavelets
in the form of transslation and diilation of a fixxed function
called the mother waavelet.
Waavelet functionns overcome the limitationss of Fourier
methodds by employiing analyzing functions thatt are local in
time annd frequency. It is a finite eenergy functionn and can be
represeented on transiient signals. Inn signal processsing, wavelet
analys is is used importantly in proocessing the noon-stationary
signalss. The wavellet transform can be interrpreted as a
decom
mposition of the original signnal into set of independent
frequenncy channels. It is essentiallyy the method oof processing
data ffrom a conttinuous signaal into seriess of signal
decom
mpositions reprresented at diifferent frequeency ranges.
This iss the use of thee mother wavellet.
Inn signal processsing, wavelet analysis is moostly used in
processsing non-statioonary signals. The wavelet trransform can
be inteerpreted as a ddecomposition of the originaal signal into
set of independent fr
frequency comppositions. The wavelet has
a vaniishing momentt localized both in frequenccy and time.
Assum
mption from tthe study donne by Magosso [18] has
broughht us to this sollution.
In both forms of wavelet analysis (continuous and
discrette), the signal iis decomposedd into scaled annd translated
versionns  ab t  of a single functiion  t calledd the mother



waveleet:

 aab t 

Waavelet transforrm is a powerrful tool in an
nalyzing signaals
beccause of its ab
bility to extracct time and freequency domaain
infformation. Thee wavelet transform could be
b defined as an
a
exttension of th
he classic Fou
urier transform
m, except thaat,
insstead of working on a singlee scale (time or
o frequency), it
woorks on a multi-scale
m
bassis [10]. Waavelet function
ns
overcome the lim
mitations of Fourier method
ds by employin
ng
an analyzing function
fu
that are localized
d in time an
nd
freequency. It has a finite energy
e
functio
on and can be
b
reppresented on a transient signaals.
In the previo
ous studies as demonstrated by [11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17], wavelet analy
ysis has develo
oped excitemeent

t b


a  a 

1

(1)

where a and b aree the scale aand translationn parameters
respecttively, with aa, b   andd a ≠ 0. Thee continuous
waveleet transform ((CWT) of a ssignal s(t)  L   (the
space oof the square inntegrable functtions) is defineed as:
2

C ab t  

WAVELET
T TRANSFORM

DAUD & S
SUDIRMAN







s (t )

t b

 dt
a
 a 

1

(2)

 s ( t ), a ,b (t ) ,
where the symbol * mean complex conjugation and < > the
inner product. The discrete wavvelet transform
m (DWT) is
obtaineed by discretizzing the param
meters a and bb. In its most
commoon form, the DWT employys a dyadic saampling with
j

j

parameeters a and b bbased on powerrs of two: a =22 ; b = k2 ,
with j,,k  Z. By subsstituting in Eqq. (1), we obtaiin the dyadic
waveleets:
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 j ,k (t )  2  j / 2 (2  j t  k ).
)

(3)

Thhe DWT can bee written as

d j ,k 







 s (t ),

s (t ) 2  j / 2   ( 2  j t  k )dt

(4)

j , k (t ) ,

By appropriaately selecting the mother wavelet
w
 (t ) thhe
colllection of functions
fu
{



j,k(t) j,k 2 Z} forms an
a

ortthonormal basiis for L   . The correlateed DWT allow
ws
thee original sig
gnal to be reconstructed
r
accurately an
nd
effficiently withou
ut any redundaancy.

5

plottedd as wide andd short rectanngles to indicaate that they
localizze a wide tiime interval but a narrow
w range of
frequenncies in the daata.
In contrast, rectaangles for coeffficients at higgh levels are
plottedd thin and tall to indicate thaat they localize small time
rangess but large freqquency ranges in the data. Thhe heights of
the recctangles grow as a power oof 2 as the levvel increases.
The baar shown on thhe scalogram pplot indicates the range of
energyy for each scalle. This energyy is defined ass the sum of
the sqquares of the detail coefficcient for eachh scale. The
scalogrrams reveal thaat most of the energy of the ssignals in the
data iss captured in thhe details coeffficient.

2

A. Wavelet Energ
gy Distribution
n
The orthonorm
mality of the seet {

j, k

(t)j,k  Z} allows th
he

conncept of enerrgy within thee framework of the discreete
waavelet decompo
osition to be linked with th
he usual notion
ns
derrived from the Fourier theory
y. The energy series
s
associateed
witth coefficient series
s
d

E j ,k  d j ,k

j, k

is given
g
by

2

(5)

andd the overall en
nergy at resolu
ution j is

E j ,k 

2 M  j 1


k 0

d j ,k

2

III.

PROPO
OSED WORK AND
D METHODOLOGY

The syystem setting inncludes the EE
EG data acquisiition system;
Neuroffax EEG-91000 software [19] with EOG electrodes set
and thhe sampling intterval is 1ms. The EEG dataa acquisition
m is used to rrecord EOG ssignals from tthe subjects.
system
Indepeendent measureements can bee obtained from
m both eyes,
but as both eyes movve in the verticcal direction, itt is sufficient
to meaasure the verticcal motion of oonly one eye ttogether with
the hoorizontal motioon of both eyees. Ag/AgCl ellectrodes are
chosenn as their half cell potential is closer to zerro compared
to othher types suchh as silicon ruubber electrodees. Figure 3
below shows the ovverall workinggs for the propposed study.
mize the noise
This p rocess was donne in a quiet rooom to minim
and heence get better recorded signaals as shown inn Figure 4.

(6)

Heence, the total energy
e
associatted with the en
ntire signal can
be obtained as
M

E tot  
j 1

2 M  j 1


k 0

2

d j ,k .

(7)

Energy coeffi
ficients as comp
puted by Eq. (7
7) have differeent
d density oveer different frequency
f
ban
nd
loccalization and
deppending on th
he scale. Therrefore, in ordeer to study an
nd
com
mpare the diffeerent movemen
nt of energy at different scalees,
it iis necessary to compensate fo
or the halved tiime resolution at
eacch scale due to the down
n sampling op
peration. These
meethods have been
b
applied to the analysis of the EO
OG
siggnals.
B. Wavelet Scalog
gram
W
Wavelet scalo
ograms (refer to Figure 6 and Figure 7)
reppresent the tim
me frequency localization property
p
of th
he
disscrete wavelet transform. In this
t plot each detail
d
coefficieent
is pplotted as a filled rectangle whose
w
color co
orresponds to th
he
maagnitude of the coefficient. The location and size of th
he
recctangle are related to the tim
me interval an
nd the frequenccy
rannge for this coefficient.
c
Co
oefficients at low levels are
a
ISSN: 194
42-9703 / © 20111 IIJ
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Subjects weree seated on a chair and su
upervised by an
a
insstructor who gave instruction
ns on how to move
m
their eyees.
Thhe instruction composed of
o four movements that are
a
upw
ward, downwaard, left and rig
ght. The record
ding was done in
fouur successive eye movemen
nts for 10 sub
bjects and eacch
subbject repeated for three timess. Initially, EO
OG was recordeed
forr 20 to 30 seco
onds for each eyes
e
movementt. Unfortunatelly,
sinnce the subjeccts were show
wing signs off tiredness, th
he
reccording duratio
on was reduced
d to 10 secondss which was freee
froom artefacts ob
bserved in longer traces by vissual inspection
n.

DAUD & S
SUDIRMAN
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Figure 5: Righht EOG signal plootted using MATLA
AB

Figure 4: Vertical (pink) and Horizontal
H
(green) EOG signal
displayed from data acquisition system
m

The eyeball moved
m
to the deesired direction
n and the centtre
or static eye becomes the reference
r
poin
nt. Furthermorre,
subbjects were alsso asked to avo
oid blinking, body
b
movemen
nts
or any disturban
nces during th
he recording to
t minimize th
he
unw
wanted artefaccts. EOG signaal captured waas then analyseed
by using wavelet analysis frrom MATLAB
B software an
nd
tooolbox applicatiion. Figure 5 is the real sig
gnal of the rig
ght
moovement of EO
OG signals by using MATLA
AB. It shows th
he
bassic characteristtic of EOG pottentials.

It wass then uploadeed into a proggram that runns a wavelet
scalogrram in order to present thhe signal in the wavelet
coefficcient energy inn scale and spaace or time. T
The signals is
decom
mposed down tto 10 level off details using Daubechies
order 4 (db4) as a m
mother wavelet. The db4 has been chosen
becausse it has two vaanishing momeent, i.e. constaant and linear
compoonent. The nuumbers of levvel decomposiition strictly
dependd on the sample rate of originnal signal recorrded.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Wheen it comes too the time freqquency analysiis in wavelet
transfoorm, we are innterested in knnowing the distribution of
signal energy of wavvelet details coefficient withh the change
movement in
of timee. Hence, we pplotted a scaloggram for each m
order to identify thhe dominant sscales over thhe maximum
waveleet energy coeffficient for thee signal. The sscalogram is
used bbecause it reppresents the tim
me frequency localization
properrty of wavelett transform. IIn this plot, each details
coefficcient is plotteed as a filledd rectangle w
whose colors
corresppond to the m
magnitude of thhe coefficient. The bar on
the scaalogram plot indicates the range of enerrgy for each
level. T
This energy is defined as thee sum of the sqquares of the
detailss coefficient foor each scale. F
Figure 6 and Fiigure 7 show
the scaalogram of siggnals of four diifferent movem
ments from a
subjectt; left, right, doownward and uupward.
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i) Lefft eye Movemen
nt

ii) Rigght eye Movem
ment

Fig. 6. Scalogram
m of horizontal eyee movements

ii) Downnward eye Movement

i) Upwaard eye Movem
ment

Fig. 7. Scalogram
m of vertical eye m
movements
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ms reveal that highest
h
energy
y of the signalss is
The scalogram
capptured in thee different scaale of detailss coefficient for
diffferent EOG signals.
s
Frequ
uency component extracted by
dettails move from
m high frequen
ncies to low freequencies as sccale
of wavelet coeffi
ficient increasees from 1 to 10
0, with frequen
ncy
i
in accordance
a
to the
conntent being haalved at each increment
sam
mpling rate wh
hich is 1000 Hzz (see Table I).
A
About 15 dataa for each eye movement hav
ve been analyzzed
by using wavelet scalogram in order to extract
e
the most
m
minant energy
y details coeffficient and it frequencies. The
T
dom
num
mber of extraacted detail co
oefficients fro
om each levell is
callculated and pllotted as shown
n in Figure 8. From Figure 8,
8 it
is nnoticed that the average perccentage for eacch movement data
d
is slightly differeent from their energy level. This means that
t
m
are
a
associated
d with differrent
diffferent eye movements
freequency bands..
The percentag
ge of each detail
d
coefficieent of four eye
e
moovements is illustrated in Figure 8. Statistically, the
dom
minant energy
y is: scale 6 forr left eye moveement; scale 7 for
upw
ward; scale 8 for right and scale
s
9 for dow
wnward. They are
sum
mmarized in Table II.
D
Dominant en
nergy level means
m
the maximum
m
detaails
coeefficient energ
gy that can be derived by scalogram for eaach
siggnal. We use th
his parameter as
a the benchmaark to classify the
diffferent movemeent of EOG sig
gnals.
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SCALE

FR
REQUENCY
RA
ANGE (Hz)

1

250-500

2

125-250

3

62.5-125

4

331.25-62.5

5

115.6-31.3

6

7.8-15.6

7

3.9-7.8

8

1.9-3.9

9

0.9-1.9

10

0.5-1.0

Table 1: Frequeency Content 10 Level Decompoosition

EO G
Sign als

Dominaant
Energy S
Scale

Aveerage
Percen
ntage (%)

E
Estimated
Frrequency

Lefft

Scale 6

880.0

88-16 Hz

Righht

Scale 8

998.2

22-4 Hz

Upp

Scale 7

999.2

4-8 Hz

Dow
wn
Scale 9
995.4
1-2 Hz
Table 2: Dom
minant energy levvel for 15 EOG D
Data

Fig. 8: Average percentages of energy levell for 15 data of vvertical and horiizontal eye moveements
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V. CONCLU
USION AND FUT
TURE RECOMME
ENDATIONS
This study haas classified each EOG siignals movem
ment
bassed on its esttimated frequeency using waavelet scalogrram
deccomposition. This
T
is differen
nt to previous studies in wh
hich
theey only focuseed on the overrall wavelet deecomposition and
a
nott specifically into
i
the detailss of each EOG
G signals of eaach
freequency bands. Hence, this paper
p
proposees and targets the
ressearcher to loo
ok into detailss of the energ
gy and frequen
ncy
bannds distribution
n within four eye
e movement signals for bettter
intterpretation off EOG signalls analysis by
y using waveelet
scaalogram. Resullt obtained ind
dicates that eacch eye movem
ment
hass different freequency bands and could be integrated to
dessign a supportt machine for paralyzed
p
peop
ple to move th
heir
whheelchair by using eye movem
ments.
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Test Case Generation using GOM Algorithm
Selvakumar Subramanian and Ramaraj Natarajan

Abstract—Software testing involves appropriate validation and
verification of a software component developed during the
software lifecycle. Usually testing costs often account to high
budget in the software development process. In order to
minimize the testing costs, researchers and practitioners
automate the testing process rather than carry out manual
testing. Test Case Generation is the process of automatically
generating a collection of test cases which are applied to a system
under test. This paper utilizes branch coverage criteria using the
Generalized Optimization Meta heuristic (GOM) algorithm and
code constraint graph (CCG) to efficiently maximize the
coverage of all the branches. The experimental results show that
the proposed test generation technique is effective in generating
tests for an application at large.
Index Terms—Test case generation, branch
evolutionary algorithm, Code Constraint Graph

coverage,

I. INTRODUCTION
Testing is the process of exercising a software
component using a selected set of test cases, with the intent of
revealing defects. Testers need to detect these defects before
the software becomes operational. Automating the testing
process is a relevant issue since it will help reduce analysis
costs by enabling a more systematic approach to testing [1].
A good test case is one that has a high probability of revealing
a yet undetected defect. It requires the tester to consider the
goal for each test case, that is, which specific type of defect is
to be detected by the test case. Test Case Generation (TCG) is
the process of automatically generating a collection of test
cases which are applied to a system under test [28]. White-box
TCG is usually performed by means of symbolic execution,
i.e., instead of executing the program on normal values (e.g.,
numbers), the program is executed on symbolic values
representing arbitrary values [9]. Test cases should be
developed for both valid and invalid input conditions. That is,
a tester must not assume that the software under test will
always be provided with valid inputs. Inputs may be incorrect
for several reasons. For example, software

Selvakumar. S. is with the Department of Information Technology,
Thiagarajar College of Engineering, Madurai, India (Mobile: +919789916648; e-mail: sselvakumar@yahoo.com).
Ramaraj N is with the Department of Computer Science &Engineering,
G.K.M College of Engineering & Technology, Chennai, India (e-mail:
prof.ramaraj@yahoo.in).

users may have misunderstandings, or lack of information
about the nature of the inputs. A test case must contain the
expected output or result and the results of the tests should be
inspected meticulously. Branch coverage testing criterion
encounters all the branches in a program i.e., the predicate of
an ‘if’ statement should be evaluated to both true and false.
The stronger criteria of condition, multiple-condition and path
coverage are often infeasible to achieve for programs of more
than moderate complexity, and thus branch coverage has been
recognized as the basic measure for testing.
A small number of test-data techniques have already been
automated: random, static and dynamic, analysis-oriented,
goal-oriented and structural or path-oriented test-data
generators. Random generator is the simplest method of
generation techniques, creates large amounts of test data; it
could actually be used to generate input values for any type of
program. Ultimately, a data type such as integer, string, or
heap is just a stream of bits. However, because no information
exists about the testing objectives, the generators often fail to
find data that satisfy the stated objectives of the testing
process. Since it merely relies on probability it has quite low
chances in finding semantically small faults, and thus
accomplishing high coverage. A semantically small fault is
such a fault that is only revealed by a small percentage of the
program input. Static and dynamic generators execute a
program symbolically by means of variable substitution
techniques instead of actual values. This technique requires
plenty of computer resources. It also puts a lot of restrictions
on the program. Symbolic execution also implies that a
symbolic evaluator for the particular language is built which
indeed requires a great amount of work. XML is now being
used to replace large relational databases. Therefore,
performance testing of XQuery implementations on very large
documents is important [4].
Analysis-oriented generators have the ability to generate
high quality test-data, but rely upon their designer with a great
insight into the domain of operation, and hence are not readily
extrapolate to arbitrary software systems. Goal-oriented
generators provide guidance towards certain set of paths.
Instead of letting the generator generate input that traverses
from the entry to the exit of a program, it generates input that
traverses a given unspecific path [11]. Because of this, it is
sufficient for the generator to find input for any path. Two
methods using this technique have been found: the chaining
approach and the assertion-oriented approach. The latter is an
interesting extension of the chaining approach. Typical for the
chaining approach is the use of data dependence to find
solutions to branch predicates. The characteristic of chaining
is to identify a chain of nodes that are vital to the execution of
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the goal node. This chain is built up iteratively during
execution. Since this method uses the find-any-path concept it
is hard to predict the coverage given as a set of goals.
Assertion-oriented testing truly utilizes the power of goaloriented generation. Certain conditions, called assertions are
automatically inserted in the code. When an assertion is
executed it is supposed to hold, otherwise there is an error
either in the program or in the assertion. But they have serious
problems associated with failing to find the global minima.
The search space tends to ‘lack features’ and consists of large
‘flat’ areas which provide no information on the location or
the direction of the true local minima. Although a number of
different goal-oriented approaches and algorithms exist, it is
difficult to judge exactly which approach represents the
current state of the art. Structural or Path-oriented generation
identifies the path for which the test data is to be generated.
Unfortunately, if the path is infeasible that would cause the
generator to fail to find an input that will traverse the path.
Even though it has the merit of very thoroughly testing a
specific path, it has two severe disadvantages. The first is that
the number of paths is exponential to the number of branches.
The second is that many paths are impossible to exercise due
to relationships between the data. Branch coverage criterion
measures which decision outcomes of an ‘if’ statement have
been tested. Determining the number of branches in a method
is also easy. The total number of decision outcomes in a
method is hence equal to the entry branch in the method plus
the number of branches that need to be covered.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses research related to the related work. Section 3
presents the details of the proposed approach. Section 4
describes an experimental study of the proposed criterion and
observations. Section 5 presents conclusions and future work.
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documents and the generation of packets for testing
communications protocols [6].
Recent research has shown how to integrate covering-array
techniques such as pairwise testing into Grammar-based test
generation tools [6]. Their work proposed two case studies
showing how to use grammars and covering arrays for
automated software testing. Valentin Dallmeier et al. [7]
combined systematic test case generation and typestate
mining, static typestate verifier fed with enriched models
report significantly more true positives, and significantly
fewer false positives than the earlier proposed models. [8]
proposed an automatic test generation solution using dynamic
symbolic execution, uses distance in control-dependency
graph to guide path exploration towards the change. [8] is
effective in generating change-exposing inputs for real-world
programs. [9] proposed a symbolic execution mechanism, by
developing a fully Constraint Logic Programming based
framework for test case generation of an OO imperative
language. Rafael Caballero et al. [10] presented a general
framework for generating SQL query test cases using
Constraint Logic Programming. [11] presented an automated
approach to generate unit tests that detect these mutations for
object-oriented classes, the resulting test suite is optimized
towards finding defects rather than covering code and the state
change caused by mutations induces oracles that precisely
detect the mutants. [12] proposed an approach for automated
test case generation based on techniques from constraint
programming. [13] proposed a scalable toolset using Alloy to
automatically generate test cases satisfying T-wise from SPL
models. [13] defines strategies to split T-wise combinations
into solvable subsets.
III. OVERVIEW OF THE APPROACH

II. RELATED WORK
The work of M.F Bashir, and S.H.K. Banuri, [1]
extends the paradigm of the test data generation system to
incorporate both specifications and model based testing which
helps to perform the reclassification of the code, specification
or model based techniques. Several attempts have been made
to develop a system to generate test data automatically. The
existing such system does not guarantee to generate test data
in only feasible paths. Praveen Ranjan Srivastava et al. [2]
proposed a method to generate feasible test data, using
Genetic Algorithm. It is often desired that test data in the form
of test sequences within a test suite can be automatically
generated to achieve required test coverage. The work of
Sushil K. Prasad et al. [3] proposes Genetic algorithm to test
data generation for optimizing software testing. Ana Barbosa
et al. [5] proposed a test case generation approach to modelbased testing of graphical user interfaces from task models.
[5] shows how task mutations can be generated automatically,
enabling a broader range of user behaviors to be considered.
More recently, Grammar-based test generation has been
applied to many other testing problems, including the
generation of eXtensible Markup Language (XML)

A. Framework
The block diagram of this proposed approach is
depicted as in Fig.1. It consists of a three-tier architecture
containing the following four blocks: Source code analyzer,
XML parser, Constraint analyzer and Test data generator.
Initially, a sample code consisting of only ‘if-else’ constraints
is taken as input. As the name ‘constraint’ specifies, the input
code that is to be tested should never contain or be allowed
any loops such as ‘while’ or ‘for’ loops. The source code
analyzer block analyses the input code and generates an XML
document which separates the constraints and their outcomes
and also neglecting the statements if any, present. The XML
parser block initiates the XML document and creates a
notepad file containing the constraints similar to those present
in the XML document, given as the input file to the algorithm
employed i.e., the evolutionary meta-heuristic algorithm. The
primary portion of the third block which is the constraint
analyzer takes the notepad file generated earlier as input and
generates a graph called the Code Constraint Graph (CCG).
This graph indicates the program flow of the source code as to
which branches are present and which are to be tested. The
CCG is no longer used because it just shows the control flow
of the input source code. The secondary portion of the third
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block called the test data generator block implements the
evolutionary algorithm namely the Generalized Optimization
Meta-Heuristic (GOM) algorithm, which takes the notepad
file to be checked against the constraints separated.
The test data generator block first generates a random set
of integers which may range from positive to negative. The set
may contain an approximate number of 40-50 random
integers. For each of the random set of integers, a fitness
formula is evaluated in order to advance to the next
population. After calculating the fitness for each of the
random set of integers, fitness values are assigned to them.
The chromosome with the optimal fitness is chosen as the
base chromosome for the next generation of members. Each
chromosome contains 24 bits. So the 24 members of the next
population are generated from the base chromosome by
flipping each bit of it. Those newly generated members are
then calculated by the given fitness functions. Then the
chromosomes are ranked according to their fitness values,
from worst to the best. The optimal chromosomes of the next
and the previous population are compared. The population
that has a comparatively lesser optimal chromosome is deleted
and the other one is kept as the base chromosome for the
generation of the members of the next population. Cross over
and mutation operations are applied to them if necessary.

13

are equal, then the program returns a scalene triangle. So in
this algorithm the above procedure of ranking and cross-over
mutation operations are repeated three times, i.e., each for
three sides of a triangle A, B, C. The generated members of
the first population contain the chromosomes each with three
genes that indicate the three variables used in that program.
Every chromosome is then passed to the notepad file and
checked against the constraints. When the chromosomes
passed satisfy the particular constraints, a counter variable is
incremented so as to count the number of branches satisfied
by them. This procedure is repeated for each chromosome of
the first population. After completing all the members of the
first population, the same operations are performed for each
pair of genes and then by applying cross over and mutation
operations. The above procedure is repeated till the maximum
number of branches is satisfied by the branch coverage
criterion. The GOM algorithm generates three genes in each
chromosome, as the number of variables involved in the
source code is three. Before the generation of the appropriate
genes in a chromosome, the program module is first parsed
and all the ‘if-else’ branches involved are separated in a
notepad file in order to easily give input to the GOM
algorithm.

Fig. 2. Module of triangle classification.

Fig. 1. Proposed Framework for test case generation

B. Motivational Example
Consider the triangle classification program in Fig. 2,
which accepts three variables say A, B and C each for the
three sides of a triangle. The triangle classification accepts
three integers as the three sides of a triangle, and decides
which type of triangle it based upon the length of these three
slides. The four possible results are: scalene, isosceles,
equilateral and not a triangle. If all the three sides are equal,
the program returns an equilateral triangle. If any two sides
are equal, the program returns an isosceles triangle. If none

C. Formulation of branch coverage
The proposed approach in this paper utilizes branch
coverage criteria using a Generalized Optimization Meta
heuristic (GOM) algorithm and code constraint graph (CCG).
The process of generating test cases using GOM algorithm
and CCG graphs is as follows; assume the input that is to be
checked against the constraints in the source code to range I
as: {I1, I2,…,In,}. Define and identify the test constraint set C
as: {C1, C2,…,Cm}. For each and every input I, the test cases
(Tc) are generated so that those inputs must satisfy the
appropriate constraints encountered in the constraint set and
this process is repeated until the maximum branch coverage is
attained as output for the given input set. The amount of
branch coverage (Tbc) criterion can be expressed
mathematically as:
bc

FITNESS = 100 – Tbc
Where BC - number of branches covered
SC - number of statements covered
MC - number of methods covered
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B – Total number of branches
S – total number of statements
M – total number of methods
The steps to be employed are as follows:
 A sample input code containing ‘if-else’ constraints is
taken as input.
 The constraints present in the source code are
separated by reading line by line and the unnecessary
statements, header files, braces and new lines are
removed.
 The GOM algorithm is employed after generating a
random set of integers say, up to 40-50 iterations.
 The test cases are generated by the GOM algorithm
indicating which branches are covered by appropriate
chromosomes, each containing three genes.
 The percentage of branch coverage by the
chromosomes is obtained by applying the relevant
formulas regarding the branch coverage.
 The highest percentage of coverage by the
chromosomes is returned as the best solution.
D. Proposed pseudo code of the algorithm
Fig. 3 depicts the pseudo code of a Generalized Optimization
Meta-Heuristic (GOM)
Procedure TDGen
Input:
Program: code/program under test
Output:
CCG: A code constraint graph, which shows the control
flow of the source code.
Test cases: A set of test cases that is generated using GOM
algorithm.
begin
1.
A sample code consisting of “if-else” conditions
is taken as input.
2.
The source code analyzer generates an XML
document by analyzing the constraints in the source
code and separates them in that document.
3. The XML parser goes through the XML document
created and creates a notepad file containing only
constraints so as to easily give as input against the
GOM algorithm.
4.
The constraint analyzer accepts the notepad as
input and generates a tree called Code Constraint
Graph (CCG) so that it shows a program flow of the
source code with constraints as which branches are
present and that are to be tested.
5.
For each entry of the requirements. Initialize
randomly the population of S species (bits) that are
used to encode D program variables.
loop
 For each of the S bits of the species, find the
fitness value.
 Find the base chromosome that has the best
fitness among the generated members.

SELVAKUMAR & RAMARAJ

 Generate first population using bit changes to
the base chromosome, as much times as its
bits.
 Evaluate the first population against the
fitness function to find the fitness value, and
assign to each of the members.
 Perform ranking operation to rank the
members according to their fitness value.
 Apply either “one-point” or” two point”
cross over operation by taking either best
and its successor or worst and its
predecessor.
 Modify a single bit of the gene with
probability P α k-µ (where k is the rank of
the bit and µ, a free control parameter)
 Compare the first population and next
population fitness values. Discard the
population which has worst base
chromosome.
 Repeat the above procedure for next
population.
 Update branch coverage criteria, test cases
and iteration counter.
until stopping criterion is met
6. Return the branch coverage result and test cases.
end
Fig. 3 Generalized Optimization Meta-Heuristic (GOM) pseudo code

Separation of constraints from the source code: The source
code itself cannot be tested since it has irrelevant codes such
as printing statements, other logical statements, etc. So it is
necessary to separate the constraints alone from the source
code, in this case the branches with their appropriate outcomes
i.e., children. The methodology used to separate the branches
alone from the source code consists of reading each and every
line of the source code until a branch or constraint is
encountered. A better way to implement this methodology is
to read the source code and place them in an XML document.
As seen in Fig. 1, the source code analyzer block performs
this operation. As the branches are separated in that XML
document, the unnecessary new lines, braces and other header
files are removed so that only the constraints are filtered. The
generated XML document is parsed and the appropriate
operations are performed so that the unnecessary codes are
removed. As seen in Fig.1, the XML parser block performs
this operation. The filtered branches are placed in a notepad
file, given as input to the GOM algorithm. In the notepad, an
@ symbol is referenced before each branch so that a
constraint is encountered. If any children’s are present in a
branch, the @ symbol is incremented and if the line comes
outside the ‘if-else’ branch, the @ symbol is appropriately
decremented. The generated filtered branches and/or
constraints from the source code are visualized as in Fig. 4 as:
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Fig. 4 Sample constraint generation

Generation of Code Constraint Graph (CCG): The Code
Constraint Graph can be generated from the notepad file
created as in Fig.3 to show the control flow of the source code
consisting of constraints. As in fig. 1, the constraint analyzer
block performs this operation of generating the CCG. The
sample CCG generated from the triangle classification module
can be visualized as in fig. 5 as shown below:

Fig. 5. CCG generation

Generating test cases using proposed evolutionary
algorithm: The proposed Generalized Optimization Meta
Heuristic (GOM) algorithm is a type of an evolutionary
algorithm (EA) that makes use of evolutionary [16, 17]
strategies (ES) and evolutionary programming (EP). The main
idea behind the EAs is to evolve a population of individuals
(candidate solutions for the problem) through competition,
mating and mutation [18], so that the average quality of the
population is systematically increased in the direction of the
solution of the problem at hand. The evolutionary process of
the candidate solutions is stochastic and “guided” by the
setting of adjustable parameters. In an analogy with a natural
ecosystem, in a EA different organisms (solutions) coexist and
compete. The more adapted to the design space will be more
prone to reproduce and generate descendants. On the other
hand, the worst individuals will have fewer or no offspring. In
an optimization problem, the fitness [19, 20] of each
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individual is proportional to the value of the objective (cost)
function, also called fitness function.
In a GOM algorithm, each bit is considered a species
and a string of S bits is taken as the initial population of the
species. The string consisting of S bits then encodes the D
program variables to be represented in a binary format of 0’s
and 1’s. In a variation of the canonical GOM described above,
the bits are ranked separately for each substring that encodes
each program variable, and N bits, one for each variable are
flipped at each iteration of the algorithm. First, the GOM
algorithm generates the random integers of up to 40-50
numbers. From the generated random numbers, each and
every two pair of integers is taken into account. The second
number of the pair is taken and the bits of that number are
ranked according to their priority. The highest and the lowest
bits are taken as an average to obtain a result. In the first
number of the pair the shifting operation is performed, as
many times as the result of averaging. The same procedure is
repeated for the second number and the modified first and
second numbers are kept aside. Then these numbers undergo
appropriate cross over and mutation operations. The cross
over method used here is the “two point” cross over.
The mutation operation is then performed with
respect to the probability P α k-µ, where k is the rank of the bit
and µ, a free control parameter. These optimized integers are
then checked against the notepad file generated earlier. When
the chromosomes satisfy a particular branch, a counter
variable is incremented which indicates the number of
branches that are satisfied by a single chromosome. In this
case, a single chromosome consists of three genes since the
number of variables encountered in the triangle classification
is three namely A, B, C. The above procedure is repeated till
the chromosomes in all populations by means of branch
coverage criteria cover a maximum number of branches. The
general representation of two-point cross over can be
represented as: The two point crossover operator takes two
vectors (a1,… , an) and (b1,… , bn) and yields two vectors
(a1,… , ai, bi+1,… , bj, aj+1, ……, an) and (b1,… , bi, ai+1,… , aj,
bj+1, ……, bn), where 1≤ i < j ≤ n-1 and i and j are randomly
chosen. This means that both vectors are split at the same two
positions and assembled with swapped middle parts. An
example of a mutation operation performed is, Before: 1 1 0 1
1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0, After: 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0, a
change of bit in the gene takes place at bit position 6.
IV. THE EXPERIMENT
A. Subject Programs, Faulty Versions, and Test Case Pools
To examine the efficacy of our approach, the proposed
approach was evaluated using real-world programs. In this
section, we report the empirical evaluation results. We
compared the GOM Coverage with the GA Coverage. In the
experiments, the Siemens suite programs (Table 1), similar to
those used by Dawei Qi et al. [8] and Rothermel et al. [15]
were used to validate the performance of the proposed
approach. Each program was hand-instrumented to record all
the coverage information. Each program has a variety of
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versions, each containing one fault. Each program also has a
large universe of inputs. We obtained the subject programs
from the Software-artifact Infrastructure Repository at UNL
[14].

Name

TABLE I
SIEMENS SUITE SUBJECT PROGRAMS
Lines of
Faulty
Test
Program
code
version pool size
count
Description

tcas

162

41

1608

Altitude separation

totinfo

346

23

1052

Information measure

schedule

299

9

2650

Priority scheduler

schedule2

287

10

2710

Priority scheduler

printtokens

378

7

4130

Lexical analyzer

printtokens2

366

10

4115

Lexical analyzer

replace

514

32

5542

Pattern replacement

Space

9127

38

13,585

Array definition
language interpreter

80
70
60
50
40

GOM cov
GA cov

30
20
10
0
1

B. Experimental Results and Observations
To examine the efficacy of our approach, we evaluated our
approach using real-world programs. In this section, we report
our empirical evaluation results. The obtained results of
branch coverage criteria can be depicted by a graph as in Fig.
6 showing the convergence of coverage. The number of
iterations is scaled along the X-axis and the percentage of
branch coverage is scaled along the Y-axis. As compared to
the simple genetic algorithm, GOM algorithm converges
faster in less number of iterations. The maximum branch
coverage obtained by applying the proposed algorithm is
nearly 71%. As seen in Fig. 6, the applied GOM algorithm
converges at a faster rate than the simple genetic algorithm
i.e., at iteration 70 (number 7), the GOM reaches the
maximum branch coverage of 71% and it is consistent in the
further numbers of iterations, whereas the genetic algorithm
reaches the maximum branch coverage of 64% only at
iteration 100 (number 10).

SELVAKUMAR & RAMARAJ

Branch coverage

Percentage of branch
coverage
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Fig. 6. Comparison of branch coverage of GA and GOM

Fig. 5. Branch coverage of SIR objects

Fig. 7 shows the Branch coverage of the SIR objects. In terms
of numbers, the vast majority of all test cases have at least one
assertion. Although the achieved score is quite high, the
search based approach offers potential for optimization. While
the coverage based impact measurement guides the search
towards assertions, in the experimental of SIR programs, for
certain cases GOM is fair in coverage.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The GOM algorithm implemented gives a suitable way for
automatic test case generation. The ease of test case
generation is faster than with the simple genetic algorithm
since the number of iterations for reaching the optimal
solution is quick. The separation of constraints from the
source code and then exporting them to a separate notepad file
makes the implementation of this algorithm further easier. The
code constraint graph (CCG) generated allows understanding
the control flow of the source code to depict the amount of
statements, branches and methods present and also which are
covered. The cross-over and mutation operations are optional,
since the algorithm has the capability to converge well without
performing those operations. In terms of future work, we can
extend our method by improving the fitness function to
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deduce a better result above the maximum amount of coverage
obtained.
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A Review of Existing Traffic Jam Reduction
and Avoidance Technologies
Benny Hardjono
Universitas Pelita Harapan, Indonesia

Abstract—Traffic congestion has become a growing problem in
many countries since the innovation of engines, and
consequently, the mass production of commuter vehicles in the
19th century. A number of solutions have been sought to reduce
its impact. Through a literature survey, this paper attempts to
categorize a number of current approaches and identify the
strengths and weaknesses of each solution or a combination of
such solutions, in order to build a good background study. From
this survey it has become clear that for success any solution most
likely will have to integrate technologies from the different
categories. For example, technical solutions must be combined
with good traffic rules and regulations. Public education and the
announcement of new regulations for commuters must be
performed in stages and repetitively to increase public
awareness.
Index Terms—traffic jam avoidance, congestion, integrated
and intelligent system.

C

I. INTRODUCTION

URRENTLY there are numerous problems associated
with traffic jams. Aside from the delays that a traffic
congestion may cause, it can also affect people
psychologically (in terms of stress) as well as physically
(causing tiredness, accidents, noise pollution and breathing
problems due to air pollution). Traffic jams can be caused by
obvious factors, such as the overflow of vehicles during busy
hours or at special events, accidents, slow vehicles obstructing
fast lanes, etc. and also by not so obvious reasons like (i.e.
ripple effect which causes phantom traffic jams [1]).
Many researchers have offered various approaches to tackle
the traffic jam problem. The cost to reduce its impact has also
been growing, which makes many developing countries lag
behind in their effort to overcome it. For example, in 2003 to
2004 alone Great Britain [2] has spent 242 million pounds to
start its Making Better Use (MBU) program, which is part of
its Highway Agency program. This program includes (but not
limited to) the installation of automated incident detection and
warning system, CCTV cameras, advanced road side message
signs, spot improvements on needed areas (such as improving
layouts of lanes and junctions and signaling at various
junctions), finding novel approaches to traffic management
Benny Hardjono is with the Universitas Pelita Harapan, at the Tanggerang
campus, Indonesia (e-mail: benny.hardjono@ uph.edu).

and the management information systems necessary to support
the agency's work, as well as research and development of a
national traffic control center.
Each approach can use one particular technology or a
combination of them. A couple of common technologies used
in many relatively advanced countries are ETC (Electronic
Toll Collection) which was started in 1986 in Norway, and
VICS (Vehicle Information and Communication System)
which was started in the 1990s in Japan [3]. ETC allows
drivers to pass a toll gate without stopping for payment and is
installed in many cars. The VICS system [16] is a service
using FM broadcast and optical beacons on the roadside to
deliver traffic jam information to drivers so that their car
navigation systems can display congested areas/roads on the
map and navigate them avoiding the congested areas. Both
systems can reduce the possibility of traffic jams, but requires
supporting devices on the roads and on each vehicle. The ETC
method not only requires a device on each vehicle, but it also
assumes that each vehicle owner abides by the regulation;
otherwise the automatic bank-account deduction mechanism
will not work. Additionally, there is the extra cost incurred
when the authorities want to persecute negligent vehicle
owners.
Similarly in the VICS system, although VICS is useful there
could be a time lag between the disseminated information and
the real situation faced by the driver. This is because VICS
collects all traffic jam information to one location (e.g., a
central server), and disseminates it after processing. Also, if
all cars in a certain road receive the same information and
change their route in the same way according to the
information, then the selected route will be congested quickly.
Additionally, VICS requires many devices to be installed on
the roadside for monitoring traffic conditions, and thus it is
costly to deploy the VICS system on small roads (which can
be used as alternative routes during a traffic jam). The cost is
even higher when considering coverage for a large
metropolitan city.
II. RESEARCH & REVIEW METHOD
This paper attempts to categorize a number of current
approaches, as well as identify the strengths and weaknesses
of each solution or a combination of solutions. The aim is to
build a good background study, before proposing new ideas.
The method used is through a literature survey. The survey
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inccludes browsin
ng about this topic in the internet and in
IEE
EE’s digital liibrary, as welll as looking in
n to a numberr of
books.

CHES IN TRAFFIC CONGESTION
N
III. A NUMBEER OF APPROAC
REDUCTION

Three approacches are survey
yed in this pap
per. Namely, the
n meticulous traffic
t
design [2],
[
appproach which is: a) based on
[5]]-[6], [9] and [6];
[ b) using in
nter-vehicle com
mmunication and
a
traaffic flow simu
ulators [3], [8]], [10], [12]; and
a c) using ro
oad
traavel time on Vaariable Messag
ge Signs (VMS) [7], [14]-[15]].
A
A. Meticulous Traffic Design
n Approaches
The meticulou
us traffic desiign approachees involves steeps
succh as regionaal traffic plann
ning, intersecttion optimization
dessign, pedestriaan crossing opttimization desiign, and operaable
maanagement meaasurement (imp
plementing reg
gulations). These
steeps have show
wn to be ab
ble to improv
ve urban trafffic
connditions and eaase the traffic jams,
j
such as shown
s
in the case
of Wanjiali road,, Changsha, Ch
hina [6].

Figure 1: In
ntersection beforee and after meticu
ulous design

R
Research show
ws that 60% of
o accidents an
nd most of trafffic
jam
ms have occurrred in intersections [6]. The work
w
of [6] sho
ows
thaat efficiency can be inccreased by 66.67%,
6
throu
ugh

HARDJONO

mation desiggn. The trannsformations
meticul ous transform
includess the reductioon of the inteersection areaa, wider left
turning wait area, reaasonable signaal timing, andd making the
right off way between vehicles and ppedestrian cleaar (see figure
1 and T
Table 1 [6]).
Anotther reason forr traffic jams iss that the numbber of inputoutput llanes does nott match that in the intersectioon node. To
overcom
me the over fflow of vehicles in the intersection, the
center lline of the roaddway is shiftedd to reduce the width of the
minimum widtth in single innput lane is
originall lanes. The m
made too be 2.75m. A
After a long peeriod of observvation, it was
noticed that traffic accidents were nnot increasing aand thus this
approacch was consideered to be a feaasible solution [6].
Trafffic managemennt can also impprove the load of the roads,
by resttricting peak hour traffic through reguulation (e.g.
applyinng single-doublle license platee, and set allow
wable times,
mple during Beijing Olympicc Games). Coommuters are
for exam
also enccouraged to trravel by bus; otherwise theyy should use
the toll road. Tax is aapplied for priivately owned vehicles and
other taaxes are added, such a mileagge tax, a fuel cconsumption
tax, an eexhaust emissiion tax, parkingg fees and so oon. Added to
this, paarking in the heavy traffic areas is conntrolled (e.g.
limited parking time aand limited parrking spaces).
Advaanced traffic control meethods and information
technoloogy are usuallly adopted in meticulous trraffic design
approacches. This inccludes making driving routee guides and
traffic-iinformation avvailable (suchh as in the V
VMS system
discusseed further beloow), applying m
managed parkiing, applying
traffic fflow control, aas well as proviiding automatiic control for
public ttransport.
Otherr references [[2, 5, 9] discuuss more reguulations and
public eeducation, incluuding the folloowing:
(i)
Implement employee parrking cash-outt (equalizing
the parking subsidy). Thiss would have aan immediate
mmuting by 25%.
impact of redducing car com
Abolish all aautomobile subbsidies (direct and indirect)
(ii)
and pay for this from the gas tax and/oor other auto
fic mitigation
user fees. Siimilarly, elimiinate all "traffi
fees" and "ddeveloper fees" and "parkingg assessment
fees" that ssubsidize the automobile. A
Alternatively,
use these ffees for constrructing guide way transit
instead of automobile-rrelated constrruction that
encourages greater auto uuse (and make people want
to own moree vehicles).
Institute "Faare Lanes." Thhese let anyonee use carpool
(iii)
lanes, but chharges them a fare per car. Use existing
lanes of roaads or making better use of motor ways
and trunk rooads [2]. Do noot add more lannes.
Eliminate pparking requireements in inddustrial areas
(iv)
(and ideallyy, everywhere)). If necessaryy, implement
parking perm
mits for neighbborhoods (alreaady common
in some citties). Note thaat this approacch will only
work if goood public transsport is availaable in those
industrial areeas.
Implement ttraffic calmingg to create a m
more livable
(v)
neighborhoood and decreasse automobile dependency.
This will alsso decrease autto usage.
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(vvi)

(vvii)

(viiii)
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Use congestion
c
prricing. Any congestion still
s
remainiing will be eliminated by
b the use of
congesttion pricing. Th
his means charrging for road use
u
an amo
ount that variess so that trafficc is kept moving.
As rush hour appro
oaches, the prrice increases in
i order to keeep total cars using the facility
y at
stages in
the sam
me optimal flow
w level. The mo
oney raised cou
uld
be used
d to build guidee way transit because road ussers
also ben
nefit by paying for potentiall motorists to use
u
alternattives. Congesstion pricing also increaases
highwaay capacity, wh
hile reducing political
p
pressure
for morre highway con
nstruction.
The go
overnment (or its appointed
d agency) shou
uld
adopt a more expansive approach to
t testing out the
range of
o measures at its disposal, carrying
c
out more
trials att more sites to increase its ch
hances of succeess,
whilst managing
m
the risks
r
involved.
Before implementing
g any new ro
oad policies the
ment or appo
ointed agency should seek to
governm
educatee the commuteers or convincee users about the
benefitss they would bring to them
m, as a means of
gaining
g public acceptaance.

Qualitative an
nalysis [2] sho
ows that good design improv
ves
fic capacity and
d reduces delay
y, as shown wh
hen
inttersection traffi
all the intersectio
on input lanes are
a changed fro
om 4 to 6, and the
mber of outpu
ut lanes is kept invariant. Alsso, by optimizing
num
open-ends setting
g, adding signaal control, good
d design is ablee to
minate the intterference betw
ween vehicles and pedestriaans,
elim
whhich in turn heelps pedestrian
ns cross safely
y and enables the
traaffic to flow smoothly. Moreover,
M
quan
ntitative analy
ysis
shoows that the traffic capacitty increases by
b 15%, delay
y is
redduced by 20%
%, travel speeed can increasse by 10%, and
a
connflict point is reduced
r
by 80%
% [2].
It is clear that the meticulouss traffic design
n approach is very
efffective, as it combines a num
mber of techno
ologies to redu
uce
thee traffic congesstion problem.
Step
Inttersection
opttimization
dessign

Oppen-ends
treeatment
Puublic traffic
Parrking
maanagement

Improvemen
nt
 Increase input lanes by
b shifting laane
center and reducing lanee width.
 Set pedestrrian and bicyccles waiting areas
by markin
ng / channeeling island and
a
railings at corners.
c
 Set left turrning waiting area
a
and optim
mize
signal timin
ng.
Close a few open
o
lanes, optimize pedestrrian
ways, and ad
dd signal con
ntrol at reserv
ved
open.
Adjust the station
s
lay-ou
ut and impro
ove
facilities.
Prohibit parkin
ng near road-siide and across..

TABLE I. Wanjiali road meticulous
m
traffic design
d
[6]
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B. Innter-vehicle Coommunicationss & Traffic Flow
w
Simullators
Trafffic informationn can be obtainned by gatherinng statistical
traffic ddata using interr-vehicle comm
munication (i.ee. short range
wirelesss communicatiion, GPS and ssmall computerr in each car)
[3]. Coonsequently thhe data (the time to get tto a certain
destinattion) can be annalyzed to detect movement – where slow
movem
ment indicates thhere is a traffic jam. In this method cars
are equuipped to autoonomously colllect and sharee traffic jam
informaation using intter-vehicle com
mmunication bbased on the
IEEE 8 02.11 wirelesss communicatiion protocol, w
without using
additionnal devices oon the roads. This methodd allows the
onboardd device to esttimate the timee required to gget to certain
destinattions. The stepps involved aree: (a) measurem
ment of time
to pass each route, (bb) calculation of the statisticcs of time to
pass eacch route by excchanging the m
measured time aand statistics
among cars, and (c) estimation of time requireed to get to
destinattion.

Figure 2: Divvision of traffic in
nto areas (after [33])

In [3]] it is assumedd that a given rooad map can bee treated as a
graph w
where each nodde and link corrresponds to ann intersection
and a rooad between inntersections, reespectively. Thhe time to get
to a desstination from the current loocation of a veehicle can be
estimateed theoreticallyy by summingg up time to paass each link
to the ddestination.
Conssequently, a tarrget geographical region can divided into
square sshaped areas w
with distances of several hunndred meters
from onne square to aanother, as shhown in Figuree 2 [3]. The
links thhrough which a car enters annd exits an areea are called
incominng link and ooutgoing link,, respectively.. A pair of
incominng and outgoinng links is callled a link paiir. Secondly,
the tim
me needed to pass each areea for every link pair is
measureed and is calledd the area passsage time. Thee dotted lines
indicatee boundaries bbetween areas ((see Figure 3). As for the
area onn the center oof the figure, there are 5 links across
boundarry, indicated as α, β, γ, δ, andd ε (also Figure 3). When a
car passses this area, thhe car passes ttwo of these linnks, and thus
there arre 5 x 4 = 20 combinations of link pairs. When a car
crosses boundary of aan area, the caar records the ccurrent time.
me is the diffeerence of recorrded time at
The areea passage tim
incominng and outgoinng links of the aarea.
This method was then evaluated using a traffic flow
simulatoor called NETSTREAM, whhich has been ddeveloped by
Toyota Central R & D Labs [12]. N
NETSTREAM was used to
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esttimate traffic jaam at Nagano Olympic Gam
mes in 1998 and
d it
waas successful in generating a good estim
mation (i.e. with
w
reaalistic traffic flows
f
on an acctual road systtem). Moreov
ver,
NE
ETSTREAM has
h the ability to
t support morre than 1000 cars
c
runnning on a given map simulttaneously. It allso has a function
to construct an arbitrary road system con
nsisting of roaads
d limits and certain numberr of
(linnks), along wiith legal speed
lannes, intersections (nodes) witth traffic lightss. It is capablee of
usiing specified tiime intervals to
o change colorrs and so on using
a ggraphical interfface. NETSTR
REAM simulatees traffic flow on
thee given map as follows. It reads the map data, the
infformation on liinks and nodess, and other infformation such
h as
thee time intervalss of traffic ligh
hts. Its initial in
nformation of cars
c
is configurable, along
a
with thee number of caars which follo
ows
g each car run
n on the speciffied
eacch link or routte, and making
linnk within the leegal speed limit. It also recorrds logs including
loccations of alll cars every second. In this simulation
expperiment up to
o 300 cars aree used. Each car
c measures the
tim
me to pass an
n area (called area passagee time) for eaach
enttering/exiting pair
p of roads (ccalled link pairr) of the area, and
a
traaffic informatio
on statistics are
a generated from cars wh
hich
havve passed the same
s
pair of ro
oads. By measuring the averaage
areea passage tim
me for each pair
p
of roads crossing an area
a
bouundary, the tim
me difference between
b
multip
ple routes with the
sam
me link pair caan be considerred by taking into account also
a
thee waiting time at traffic lightss and/or turning
g at intersectio
ons.
Reesults show that about 55
5% of link-paairs time hass a
diffference of lesss than 10%, which
w
means th
hat this method
d is
acccurate enough for practical usse [12].

Figure 3:
3 Links across arrea boundaries (a
after [3])

A
Another simullation softwaree currently av
vailable is Leg
gion
forr Aimsun [8]. It is a fully in
ntegrated pedesstrian and vehiicle
sim
mulation solutiion which usees mainly vid
deo cameras (see
Figgure 4). Legiion has paten
nted its pedesstrian simulation
sollution and its movement
m
algo
orithms have been
b
calibrated
d to
acttual measurem
ments of wallking speeds, personal spaace
preeferences and the elastic toleerances of thesse measuremen
nts.
It cclaims to havee an accuracy of
o 95% for a prediction
p
of how
h
peoople will mo
ove in spaces and to havee been used by

HARDJONO

indepenndent agencies including Lonndon Undergroound, Madrid
Metro aand the Londonn Fire Brigade.. With Legionn the user can
evaluatee and predicct evacuation times, densiity analysis,
journeyy times betweenn locations, deelay, route choiice and other
metrics.. Other predicction softwaree simulations aare discussed
in [9,100] and [12].

F
Figure 4: Inside a traffic command
d centre - video caameras
are used iin most major citties (after [6, 8])

mes on VMS
C. Rooad Travel Tim
Unliike inter-vehiccle communicaation which uuses beacons
generateed by onboaard device on each vehiccle, another
approacch relies on sennsors which arre embedded onn the surface
of the rroad [14]-[15]. These devicees can providee data so that
drivers can know how much time is required too reach their
destinattion. Integrateed with softwaare, this approoach helps to
improvee the flow of trraffic accordinng through a seelf-regulating
process : the driving ttime between two points is displayed in
me, so that drivvers can evaluuate the state oof traffic and
real tim
may chooose another leess encumbered route if needd be.
Sensoors embedded in carriage-waays are able to provide data
in ordeer to calculatee several variables in reall time. This
includess data on trafffic flow, speeed and a repreesentation of
traffic ddensity. In thhe VMS system
m [7] the otheer data items
suggestted to be incluuded in the ddisplay (or FM
M radio) are
informaation on whaat motorists sshould consideer doing to
minimizze or avoid ddelay, alternatiive routes to help drivers
bypass certain congeestions (thesee routes can bbe suggested
methods – e.gg. ant-colony
more inntelligently, ussing various m
algorithhm [4] or ffuzzy algorithhm [10]), annd relevant
informaation to driveers as they appproach junctiions to join
motorw
ways. These types of infoormation allow
w drivers to
consideer other routes,, the length off traffic jams aand when the
jams caan be overcom
me (perhaps duue to accidentts), and how
long it is expected tiime to clear jjams. In the case of antcolony algorithm, whhich is appliedd in North-Weest region of
Delhi, IIndia, consistiing of 25 placces, it is fouund that, this
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alggorithm can provide new
w routes, resulting
r
in an
im
mprovement off distance 3%
% to 47.9% comparing with
w
exiisting jammed routes [4].

Figure 5: VMS device (sig
gnpost) on the exp
pressway
around Paris (Ph
hoto. INRETS) [7]

In the VMS system
s
[7] thee sensors are typically, spacced
appproximately 50
00 meters aparrt, along with the
t signposts (see
Figgure 5) and measurements
m
are
a taken every
y minute. Further
ressearch by the transportation
t
authorities sho
ows that althou
ugh
driivers are for th
he most part (9
98%), glad to benefit from this
t
VM
MS service, most
m
of the tim
me, they are no
n more likely
y to
chaange their itin
nerary when th
he expressway
y is crowded [7],
[
[155]. One study
y [7], [11] con
nducted in Pariis, France, sho
ows
thaat the assum
mption that drivers
d
wish to reach th
heir
desstinations as quickly
q
as posssible is not valid for all driveers:
outt of 30 driverss (all of whom
m know alternaative routes), only
23% of particip
pants emphassized wanting to reach th
heir
uickly as posssible, and cho
ose an alternattive
desstination as qu
rouute because th
hey were fam
miliar it; 60% emphasized the
com
mfort of drivin
ng; the remain
ning 17% opted
d to stay becau
use
thee travel times to reach their destination displayed on VM
MS
siggn board were not
n too long.
IV. DISSCUSSION
F
From this liteerature review
w we believe that the vario
ous
appproaches surveeyed can be grrouped into thrree (3) categoriies.
Thhese categories are as follows.
A. Improving th
he usage of thee existing roads or building new
n
ones [6, 9].
B. Installing new hardware:
i. On the roads: video, sensors [4], [7
7], [13]-[14], and
a
nic Toll Collecction [3])
toll gatees (e.g. Electron
ii. On eaach vehicle: devices such
s
as GP
PS,
commun
nication devicees (both are usually
u
integraated
with so
oftware which
h can includee simulations to
predict possible trafffic jams [8]-[10], [12] and
a
m
(e.g. ant colony [4]))).
various optimization methods
C. Implementin
ng regulations which manage traffic [2], [5][
[6].
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The aapplicability of these categorries mainly deppends on the
practicaality of implem
menting each technology ussed, and the
availabiility of funds. Furthermore,, it is clear thaat there is no
single ccategory whicch can addresss the traffic jam problem
effectivvely. These caategories shoulld be combinedd in order to
free roaads from trafficc jams. It is allso important tto implement
the mosst appropriate ttechnology onn the most conggested roads.
For exaample, the VM
MS system whhich requires sensors to be
embeddded on the target roads cannot be successfully
implem
mented on conggested roads w
which do not hhave suitable
alternattives (capacity and distance w
wise).
Theree are numbeer of weakneesses in the approaches
surveyeed in the curreent literature reeview. Certainn approaches
assume a certain quallity of existingg infrastructuree and assume
in level of eduucation among the drivers. F
For example,
a certain
the metticulous approaach of [1] doees not recommend building
new lannes [9], becausse the existing lanes are big eenough to be
convertted. In the V
VMS approacch it is assum
med that the
majorityy of commuterrs are keen to rread road-messsages, which
may noot be a valid aassumption in all deploymennt situations.
Similarlly, while certaain regulationss are practical,, others may
in factt create addiitional problem
ms. Thus, foor example,
regulatiions prohibitinng factory workkers to use cars/motors can
reduce traffic but iits effectiveneess is dependdent on the
existencce of good puublic transporttation. Along these lines,
regulatiions imposingg too much transport taxx in certain
countriees may cause ppolitical unrestt. In the case of subsidies,
in certaain countries ssubsidies are rrequired to enaable funding
for infrrastructure devvelopment. Thiis is notable inn developing
nations because privaately owned companies typiically do not
have suufficient fundds to perform what is seenn to be the
governm
ment’s role in iinfrastructure bbuilding.
Overrall there are nuumber of prom
mising strong aaspects of the
various approaches.
Many innvestigations have been
conductted in this toppic, and these can be used aas a stepping
stone foor other novel solutions in the future, or forr the existing
methodds to mature. M
Meticulous dessign has a bettter chance to
succeedd since it has combined sevveral technologgies and has
proven to give goood results in achieving bbetter traffic
conditioons.
V. CONCLUSSION
Whille there are a number of teechnologies whhich can aid
certain approaches too reduce and aavoid traffic jaams, there is
for a solution tthat makes usee of existing
still a nneed to look fo
technoloogies (e.g. ussing existing hardware) inn commutervehicless. This enablees better integrration and lesss cost to the
commut
uters. Using exxisting technologies also has the benefit
of familliarity on the ppart of the userr (drivers), andd reduces the
need foor buyer educaation regardingg the related prroducts. It is
also cleear that whateever novel sollution might ssubsequently
developp, most likely tthe solution w
will integrate asspects across
the cattegories of appproaches. Thhus, for exam
mple, in the
categoryy of regullations, publiic educationn and the
announccement of new
w regulations ffor the commuuters must be
perform
med in stages and repetiitively to inccrease their
awareneess.
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Analisa Pengaturan Channel untuk Perbaikan
Performansi Pengiriman SMS
Roessobiyatno, Samudra Prasetio, Andri Qiantori and Wiseto Agung
Research and Development Center, TELKOM
Bandung, Indonesia


tersendiri.

Abstract—Tujuan studi ini adalah mengidentifikasi teknik
pengaturan
channel
dalam
pengiriman
SMS
yang
memungkinkan untuk mengatasi kegagalan pengiriman akibat
padatnya traffic channel yang dipenuhi layanan voice pada
network CDMA. Diharapkan dengan pengaturan channel
pengiriman SMS dapat memperbaiki tingkat keberhasilan
pengiriman
SMS
dan
utilitas
jaringan
CDMA.
The purpose of this study is to identify channel management
techniques for SMS message transmission that can overcome
transmission failures caused by high traffic volumes within a
voice service in a CDMA network. With the improved
management of the SMS channel the desired goal is for a better
success rate for SMS message transmissions and for better
utilization of the CDMA network.
Index Terms— SMS, CDMA, channel, voice, performansi.

I. PENDAHULUAN

P

OTENSI pelayanan Potensi layanan SMS (Short
Message Service) dalam meningkatkan pendapatan
operator telekomunikasi dapat terlihat dari usaha yang telah
dan selalu dilakukan untuk meningkatkan performansi layanan
ini. Segala upaya peningkatan layanan diusahakan agar dapat
meminimalisasikan kegagalan proses pengiriman setiap SMS
dengan meneliti setiap element network yang bertanggung
jawab atas keberhasilan layanan ini.
Data statistik operasional menunjukkan bahwa terdapat
peningkatan berarti jumlah kegagalan pengiriman SMS pada
jaringan CDMA ketika promosi voice service diberlakukan.
Walaupun kegagalan pengiriman SMS ini dapat terjadi karena
banyak faktor, namun indikasi padatnya traffic channel yang
selalu digunakan oleh voice service menjadi perhatian

Roessobiyatno is with the R&D Center of PT Telekomunikasi Indonesia
(PT TELKOM) in Bandung, Indonesia. He can be reached at:
roesso@telkom.co.id.
Samudra Prasetio is with the R&D Center of PT Telekomunikasi Indonesia
(PT TELKOM) in Bandung, Indonesia. He can be reached at:
samudra@telkom.co.id.
Andri Qiantori, Ph.D. is with the R&D Center of PT Telekomunikasi
Indonesia (PT TELKOM) in Bandung, Indonesia. He can be reached at:
qiantori@telkom.co.id.
Dr. Wiseto Agung is with the R&D Center of PT Telekomunikasi
Indonesia (PT TELKOM) in Bandung, Indonesia. He can be reached at:
wiseto@telkom.co.id.

Standar pengiriman SMS yang diadopsi oleh operator
CDMA di Indonesia merujuk pada dokumen 3GPP2 [1]. Pada
dokumen tersebut tidak dinyatakan secara khusus tentang
keharusan menggunakan control channel dan traffic channel
untuk pengiriman SMS. Keleluasaan ini diberikan pada
operator untuk menentukan tipe channel yang tepat untuk
melayani karakteristik SMS yang dikirimkan.
Setting length of SMS pada BSC menentukan suatu SMS
dikirimkan melalui salah satu dari dua channel tersebut.
Sementara setting default setiap BSC didasarkan pada best
practice setiap provider, bukan disesuaikan dengan traffic
aktual. Sehingga kemungkinan besar terdapat perbedaan besar
dalam karakteristik traffic SMSnya.
Paper ini akan mengidentifikasi fungsi pengaturan panjang
karakter untuk menentukan pengiriman paket SMS melalui
control channel dan traffic channel serta akibatnya pada
kegagalan proses pengiriman. Implikasi studi ini adalah untuk
mendalami efek pengaturan channel untuk memperbaiki
tingkat keberhasilan pengiriman SMS dan utilisasi jaringan
CDMA.

II. ALUR PENGIRIMAN SMS PADA SISTEM CDMA
Fungsi utama layanan SMS adalah mentransfer pesan
pendek antaran suatu aplikasi yang terletak pada suatu handset
atau MS (Mobile Station) and suatu aplikasi dalam network
seperti MSC (Message Service Center). MSC dan BSC
menyediakan suatu pipa untuk pesan-pesan yang dikirimkan
tersebut antara aplikasi yang ada di network, seperti di MC,
dan aplikasi dalam handset.
Ada tiga tipe dasar pesan singkat yang didukung pada
CDMA system network, yaitu mobile originated point-topoint, mobile terminated point-to-point, and broadcast. Tipe
mobile originated point-to-point dan mobile terminated pointto-point membutuhkan mekanisme pertukaran pesan untuk
dua arah pada air interface. Studi ini hanya akan membahas
layanan SMS Regular yang meliputi SMS Mobile Originated
(SMS MO) dan SMS Mobile Terminated (SMS MT) serta
tipe-tipe channel yang digunakan untuk melewatkan layanan
SMS tersebut.
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1) P
Pengiriman SM
MS MO
P
Pengiriman SM
MS MO point--to-point yaitu dari MS ke BSC
dappat dilakukan baik
b melalui co
ontrol (access)) channel maup
pun
meelalui traffic channel. Jika
J
pengirim
man SMS MO
M
meenggunakan acccess channel, maka selama proses transm
misi
hanndset tidak dapat
d
menerim
ma/melakukan panggilan. SM
MS
dikkirimkan melallui 'ADDS tran
nsfer' dari BSC ke MSC.
H
Handset/MS mengirimkan
m
SMS
S
ke jaringaan melalui acccess
chaannel. Jika han
ndset memintaa acknowledgem
ment layer 2, BS
meengirimkan acknowledgemeent melalui paging chan
nnel
settelah SMS ditterima melalu
ui access chan
nnel. Selanjutn
nya
BS
SC akan mengiirimkan pesan 'ADDS Transffer', dimana SM
MS
yanng diterimany
ya dari handset disertakan
n dalam elem
men
'AD
DDS User Partt '.
JJika suatu handset sedang menggunakan
n traffic chann
nel,
maaka pengirimaan SMS-nya akan
a
dilakukan
n melalui trafffic
chaannel yang sedang digunakaannya. Sedang
gkan jika hand
dset
yanng sedang idlee melakukan pengiriman
p
SM
MS melalui trafffic
chaannel, maka handset
h
akan mengirimkan
m
suatu
s
Origination
Meessage ke BSC
C dengan men
nyertakan SMS
S option numb
ber
padda field servicee option. Selan
njutnya BSC ak
kan mengirimk
kan
'CM
M Service Req
quest' ke MSC
C, dan MSC ak
kan mengirimk
kan
asssignment requ
uest. BSC akan mencari alokasi
a
resources
terrmasuk traffic channel
c
yang tersedia.
t
Apabila pengalokassian
berrhasil, BSC akan
a
mengirim
mkan Assignmeent Complete ke
MS
SC. Selanjutny
ya akan terbeentuk koneksi dari handset ke
MS
SC untuk pen
ngiriman SMS
S. Gambar 1 dan Gambarr 2
meenunjukkan pen
ngiriman SMS
S MO dengan access
a
dan trafffic
chaannel.
m
prosed
dur
Setelah trafffic channel terbentuk melalui
sebbelumnya, BSC
C menerima su
uatu pesan SM
MS Delivery paada
traaffic channel deengan tipe burrst yang mengiindikasikan SM
MS.
Jikka acknowledg
gement layer 2 diminta oleh
h MS, maka BSC
akaan mengirimk
kan acknowleedgement ini melalui trafffic
chaannel. Selanjuttnya BSC men
ngirimkan pesaan ADDS Deliver
ke MSC, dimanaa elemen 'ADD
DS User Part' diisi
d
dengan SM
MS
yanng diterima darri handset.

Gambar 1: Pengiriman SMS MO dengan Acceess Channel

Setelah trafffic channel terbentuk melalui
m
prosed
dur
sebbelumnya, BSC
C menerima su
uatu pesan SM
MS Delivery paada
traaffic channel deengan tipe burrst yang mengiindikasikan SM
MS.
Jikka acknowledg
gement layer 2 diminta oleh
h MS, maka BSC

ROESSOBIYA
ATNO ET AL.

mengirimkan acknowledgem
ment ini meelalui traffic
akan m
channell. Selanjutnya BSC mengirim
mkan pesan AD
DDS Deliver
ke MSC
C, dimana elem
men 'ADDS User Part' diisi ddengan SMS
yang ditterima dari hanndset.

Gambar 2: Pengiiriman SMS MO ddengan Traffic Chaannel

2) Penggiriman SMS M
MT
man SMS MT
Sedanngkan pengirim
T point-to-poinnt yaitu dari
BSC kee MS dapat dillakukan dengaan control (pagging) channel
ataupunn melalui traffic channel.
Untuuk pengiriman SMS MT meenggunakan traaffic channel
menya adalah sebagai berikut:
(Gambaar 3) mekanism
Ketikka suatu MSC
C mengetahui aadanya sebuahh SMS yang
akan dikkirimkan ke haandset yang seedang menggunnakan traffic
channell, maka MSC m
mengirimkan ppesan ADDS D
Deliver yang
memuatt SMS pada eelemen ADDS
S User Part kee BSC. Lalu
BSS m
mengirimkan S
SMS tersebutt melalui forw
ward traffic
channell. Jika BSC tiddak menerima acknowledgem
ment setelah
mengiriimkan CDMA
A data burst, BSC harus m
mengirimkan
kembalii data burst teersebut dimanna jumlah pengulangannya
tidak booleh melebihi batas maksim
mum yang telahh ditentukan.
Jika penngulangan telaah mencapai niilai maksimum
m, maka BSC
harus m
memberikan neegative acknow
wledgement Laayer 2. BSC
juga haarus memberikkan pesan ADDS Deliver A
Ack ke MSC
dengan cause value yaang bersesuaiaan dengan konddisi.
mkan acknoowledgement
Kemuudian handsset mengirim
terhadapp SMS yang dditerimanya deengan suatu A
Ack Layer 2.
Ketika MSC memintaa response denngan memasukkkan elemen
ADDS Deliverr, BSC harus m
membalasnya
Tag di dalam pesan A
dengan mengirimkan ADDS Deliveer Ack dengann elemen Tag
mnya setelah B
BS menerima A
Ack Layer 2 daari handset.
di dalam
Sedanngkan pengiriiman SMS M
MT menggunaakan paging
channell terdapat duaa metode yanng digunakan yaitu tanpa
didahulu
lui penentuan ttraffic channel dan dengan diidahului oleh
penentuuan traffic channnel.
Penggiriman SMS m
melalui mekaniisme dengan m
menggunakan
paging channel denggan didahului penentuan traaffic channel
dapat diiuraikan sebaggai berikut:
Proseedurnya diawali dengan M
MSC mengirim
mkan pesan
Paging Request ke BS
S dan timer T3113 mulai diakktifkan. Lalu
melakukan pagiing dengan mengirimkan Paage Message
BSC m
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meelalui paging channel. Selan
njutnya MS membalas
m
deng
gan
pessan Page Resp
ponse dan BSC
C mengirimkan
n pesan inform
masi
Coomplete Layerr 3 yang berisi pesan Pagiing Response ke
MS
SC. MSC kem
mudian mengheentikan timer T3113.
T
Lalu BSC
meengirimkan
Base
Statio
on
Ack
Order
sebaagai
ackknowledgemen
nt dari pesan Paage Response dari
d MS.

Gambar 3: Pengiriman SMS
S MT dengan Pagiing Channel

E
Elemen Radio Environment dan Resourcess pada pesan Paage
Reesponse yang mengindikasik
kan adanya penentuan
p
trafffic
chaannel oleh BSC, MSC meng
girimkan pesan
n ADDS Page ke
BS
SC. Dalam rangka melepaaskan konekssi transport, BS
meengirimkan Reelease Order ke
k MS. Lalu MS
M mengirimk
kan
Reelease Order ke BS sebag
gi acknowledg
gement terhad
dap
perrmintaan releasse dari BS.
Selanjutnya MSC
M
mengirim
mkan ADDS Page ke BS
SC.
AD
DDS Page mem
mbawa SMS dalam
d
elemen ADDS User Part
P
infformation. Jik
ka MSC mem
minta acknowlledgement, MSC
M
akaan memasukk
kan elemen in
nformasi Tag ke dalam pessan
AD
DDS Page. MS
SC juga akan mengaktifkan
m
timer T3113.
K
Kemudian BSC mengirimkaan SMS ke MS
S, yang didahu
ului
denngan melakuk
kan prosedur seperti paging
g ke MS untuk
meengetahui di sel mana MS berada.
b
Lalu MS
M mengirimk
kan
Laayer 2 Ack seb
bagai acknowlledgement terh
hadap SMS yaang
ditterimanya.
JJika MSC mem
minta acknowlledgement den
ngan menyertak
kan
eleemen informaasi Tag padaa pesan ADD
DS Page, BSC
meembalasnya dengan
d
pesan
n ADDS Paage Ack yaang
meenyertakan eleemen informaasi Tag yang
g sama nilain
nya
denngan yang dikirimkan
d
MS
SC. Jika tim
mer T3113 teelah
diaaktifkan sebelu
umnya, maka tiimer akan dino
onaktifkan.
Sedangkan pro
osedur pengiriiman SMS meelalui mekanissme
denngan menggu
unakan pagin
ng channel tanpa didahu
ului
pennentuan trafficc channel hamp
pir sama dengaan tanpa didahu
ului
pennentuan trafficc channel. Ked
duanya prosesn
nya sama sam
mpai
padda saat BSC mengirim
m
Base Station Ack Orrder.
P
Pada mekan
nisme tanpa penentuan traffic chan
nnel
sellanjutnya jika elemen Radio
o Environmen
nt dan Resources
padda pesan Pag
ge Response yang mengin
ndikasikan tid
dak
adaanya penentu
uan traffic channel oleh BSC, MSC
M
meengirimkan peesan ADDS Page ke BSC
C. ADDS Paage
sellanjutnya mem
mbawa SMS dalam elemen ADDS
A
User Part
P
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informaation. Jika M
MSC meminta acknowledgeement, MSC
akan m
memasukkan eelemen inform
masi Tag ke ddalam pesan
ADDS Page. MSC selanjutnya aakan mengakttifkan timer
T3113.
MS ke MS, yanng didahului
Kemuudian BSC meengirimkan SM
dengan melakukan pprosedur sepeerti paging kee MS untuk
mengirimkan
mengetaahui di sel maana MS beradda. Lalu MS m
Layer 2 Ack sebagaii acknowledgeement terhadapp SMS yang
diterimaanya.
Jika M
MSC memintaa acknowledgeement dengan m
menyertakan
elemen informasi T
Tag pada peesan ADDS Page, BSC
ADDS Page Ack yang
memballasnya dengaan pesan A
menyert
rtakan elemenn informasi T
Tag yang sam
ma nilainya
dengan yang dikirim
mkan MSC. Jika timer T
T3113 telah
diaktifkkan sebelumnyaa, maka timer akan dinonakttifkan setelah
acknow
wledgement diiterima. Kem
mudian MSC melepaskan
semua kkoneksi transpport untuk mem
mbersihkan staatus pending
page ressponse.
Dalam
m rangka m
melepaskan kkoneksi transsport, BSC
selanjuttnya mengirim
mkan Release Order ke MS
S. Lalu MS
mengiriimkan
Releease
Order
ke
BSC
C
sebagai
acknow
wledgement terhhadap permintaaan release darri BS.

III. DATA DAN MEETODOLOGI
S yang diukur pada network diambil dari
Data transaksi SMS
beberappa MSC antaraa bulan Mei ssampai Juli tahhun 2009 di
Jakarta,, Surabaya, ddan Makasar. Lokasi-lokasii ini dipilih
karena terdapat indikkasi terjadinyya kepadatan traffic SMS
yang beerlebihan ketikka promosi voicce service diberlakukan.
Untuuk mengetahuii tingkat kebeerhasilan pengiiriman SMS
pada seetiap skenario channel yangg berbeda makka dilakukan
pengirim
man paket SM
MS dengan jum
mlah karakter yaang berbeda.
Proses ini diawali ddengan memppersiapkan duua perangkat
handsett yang bertuggas untuk mengirimkan dann menerima
SMS. L
Lalu paket SMS
S yang dikirim
mkan akan dipaantau dengan
memeriiksa log setiaap node jarinngan yang dillewati paket
tersebutt, yaitu BSC, V
VLR, MSC, daan SMSC baikk yang terjadi
dilokasii pengirim mauupun lokasi pennerima.
Pakett SMS yang beerhasil dikirim oleh handset ppengirim dan
tiba di hhandset peneriima kemudiann dicacat. Inforrmasi jumlah
karakterr dan catatan llog setiap SMS
S yang berhasiil dikirimkan
tersebutt selanjutnya ddianalisa denggan memperhattikan jumlah
karakterr SMS yang terkirim terhhadap skenarioo pemilihan
channell yang berbedaa.

IV. HASSIL PENELITIAN
N DAN DISKUSI
MO
A. Penngiriman SMS M
Penenntuan channel yang digunakkan pada penggiriman SMS
MO sanngat ditentukaan oleh settingg jumlah karakkter terminal
pengirim
mnya. Sedanngkan settingg jumlah kkarakter ini
bergantu
tung tipe term
minal yang adda. Hal ini tterlihat pada
TABEL
L 1 yang mennunjukkan bahw
wa dari 5 (lim
ma) terminal
terpopuuler saat pengaambilan data, hhanya tipe term
minal C yang
memilikki setting bberbeda. Settting pada tterminal C
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meenunjukkan bah
hwa untuk jum
mlah karakter sampai
s
dengan 10
maaka paket SMS akan di kiriimkan melaluii access chann
nel.
Haal ini berbeda dengan term
minal tipe lainn
nya yang setting
penngalihan chann
nelnya pada jum
mlah karakter 4.
4
P
Pengiriman SMS
S
MO menggunakan
m
ADDS deliver
meempunyai mek
kanisme yang kompleks kaarena diperluk
kan
penndudukan ch
hannel. Darii hasil perrcobaan deng
gan
meenggunakan beeberapa jenis handset
h
terlihaat bahwa perilaaku
penngiriman darri masing-maasing handseet berbeda-beeda
terrhadap penggun
nakan ADDS transfer
t
maupu
un ADDS deliv
ver.
N
Namun demik
kian dari TA
ABEL I, II, III, IV, dan V
meenunjukkan prrosedur mekaanisme ADDS
S transfer leb
bih
penndek dari pad
da mekanisme ADDS deliveer sehingga ak
kan
meempercepat pro
oses pengirimaan SMS walau
upun tidak beraarti
meeningkatkan keeberhasilan pen
ngiriman.

T
TABEL I.

JUMLA
AH KARAKTER SM
MS DAN CHANNEL YANG DIGUNAKAN
N
PADA PENG
GIRIMAN SMS MO UNTUK BEBERAPA
A TIPE TERMINAL

T
Tipe Terminal

Jumlah Karakter
K

SMS MO

A

5-16
60
1-4
4
5-16
60
1-4
4
11-160
1-10
60
5-16
1-4
4
5-16
60
1-4
4

Traaffic channel
Acccess channel
Traaffic channel
Acccess channel
Traaffic channel
Acccess channel
Traaffic channel
Acccess channel
Traaffic channel
Acccess channel

B
C
D
E

Gambaar 5: SMS dengan Jumlah Karakter P
Pendek Dikirim M
Melalui Paging
Channel.

Hasill pengamatan ppengiriman SM
MS MT pada 3 (tiga) BSC
tipe X, Y, dan Z m
menunjukkan bbahwa ketigannya memiliki
parametter yang berbeeda untuk menggalihkan channnel. BSC tipe
X akan melewatkan ppengiriman pakket SMS ke pagging channel
selama jumlah karaktter SMS masihh dibawah 79 kkarakter, tapi
BSC tippe Y dan Z melewatkan ppengiriman pakket SMS ke
paging channel ketikka jumlah kaarakter masih 33 dan 10
menunjukkan bbahwa channell traffic pada
(Gambaar 4). Hal ini m
BSC tippe Z lebih muudah penuh diibandingkan tipe X dan Y
ketika laayanan voice ddigunakan secaara massal.

Gaambar 4: Setting Ju
umlah Karakter SM
MS pada Pengirim
man SMS MT deng
gan
Mekanissme ADDS Pages untuk
u
Beberapa Tipe BSC.

S
MT
B. Pengiriman SMS
P
Pengiriman SM
MS MT melallui control chaannel mempun
nyai
prooses pengirimaan yang lebih cepat dikaren
nakan mekanissme
penngiriman lebih
h sederhana. Dari
D
hasil pen
ngamatan, waktu
ratta-rata
dibu
utuhkan
unttuk
sampai
kan
mendapatk
ackknowledgemen
nt SMS MT sekitar 4 detik. Adapun
A
SMS MT
M
denngan menggun
nakan traffic channel
c
rata-raata membutuhk
kan
waaktu 8-10 detik
k.

Gambaar 6: SMS dengaan Jumlah Karakterr Sangat Panjang S
Sering Gagal
Dikirrim Melalui Traffi
fic Channel.
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SMS dengan jumlah
j
karakteer sangat panjaang secara umu
um
fic channel daan SMS deng
gan
lanngsung dialihaakan ke traffi
jum
mlah karakte pendek akan
n dikirimkan dengan paging
chaannel (Gambarr 5). Ketika daalam kondisi traffic
t
voice yaang
renndah mekanism
me ini tidak ak
kan bermasalaah. Namun kettika
traaffic voice san
ngat padat sedaangkan setting
g jumlah karak
kter
yanng menjadi parameter
p
pen
ngalihan chann
nel tidak diub
bah
maaka akan mudaah terjadi kegagalan pengirim
man karena trafffic
voice selalu paadat sedangkaan SMS yang
g panjang tid
dak
Gambar 6).
diaalihkan ke pagiing channel (G
Operator CD
DMA pada dasarnya daapat melakuk
kan
penngaturan peng
giriman SMS MT ini den
ngan melakuk
kan
perrubahan settin
ng panjang karrakter yang ak
kan dialihkan ke
traaffic channel dan
d paging ch
hannel pada BSC. Kemampu
uan
meengubah setting jumlah karaakter SMS yan
ng akan dialihk
kan
ke paging chann
nel maupun traaffic channel ini
i akan bergu
una
a
memprom
mosikan layanan
n voice, terutaama
kettika operator akan
padda lokasi yan
ng dilayani BS
SC tipe Z yaang lebih bany
yak
meenggunakan traffic
t
channel untuk peengiriman paaket
SM
MSnya.

V. KESIIMPULAN
B
Bagi operator CDMA tidak memungkinkan
m
n untuk mengaatur
chaannel pengirim
man SMS MO
M karena keendali pemilih
han
seppenuhnya diattur oleh tipe terminal seh
hingga kepadaatan
traaffic antara MS
S dan BSC kettika pengiriman
n SMS MO tid
dak
dappat diatur deng
gan perubahan
n setting jumlaah karakter SM
MS.
Naamun pengatu
uran channel dapat dilaku
ukan pada sesi
s
penngiriman antarra BSC dan MS
M yaitu ketikaa mengirim SM
MS
MT
T. Kemampuan
n system untuk
k mengatur channel pengirim
man
SM
MS akan meemudahkan op
perator untuk
k mengantisip
pasi
terj
rjadinya kegag
galan pengirim
man SMS akibaat padatnya jaalur
traaffic channel yaang digunakan layanan voice.
P
Perbaikan mekanisme
m
in
ni berpotensii meningkatk
kan
perrformansi lay
yanan SMS sehingga
s
men
ningkatan utiliitas
jarringan dengan menekan kegaagalan proses pengiriman
p
SM
MS.
Pada akhirnya haasil riset ini ak
kan memberikaan dampak possitif
baggi peningkatan
n layanan operaator CDMA.
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